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ON BEST SIMULTANEOUS APPROXIMATION IN 
NORMED LINEAR SPACES 

BY 

D. S. GOEL, A. S. B. HOLLAND, C. NASIM AND B. N. SAHNEY 

1. Let S be a non-empty family of real valued continuous functions on [a, b]. 
Diaz and McLaughlin [1], [2], and Dunham [3] have considered the problem of 
simultaneously approximating two continuous functions fx and/ 2 by elements of 
S. If || • || denotes the supremum norm, then the problem is to find an element 
^* G ^ if it exists, for which 

maxOI/i-s*!!, | | /2-s*| |) = inf maxdIA-sIl, | | / 2 - s | | ) . 
seS 

We shall study the above problem in general normed linear spaces. 

DEFINITION 1.1. Let X be a normed linear space and KSL subset of X. Given any 
two elements xx,x2eX define: 

d(xl9 x2; k) = inf maxdlxj—fc||, ||x2—fcfl). 

An element fc* e K is said to be a best simultaneous approximation to xx and x% 

if: 

d(xl9 x2; k) = maxfllXi-fc*!!, ||xa-fc*||) 

2. First we show that the best simultaneous approximation exists if the set K 
is a finite dimensional subspace of the normed linear space X. 

LEMMA 2.1. Let xx,x2eX and let keX. Then ^(&)=max(||jtx—&||, ||x2—k\\) 
is a continuous functional on X. 

Proof. Since the norms Ita—k\\, \\x2—k\\ are continuous functionals of k 
on X9 <f>(k) is clearly a continuous functional. 

LEMMA 2.2. If K is a finite dimensional subspace of a normed linear space X, 
then there exists a best simultaneous approximation k* eKto xXjx2e X. 

Proof. Let p=max(||x1||, ||x2||). Consider the spheres S(xl9 p), S(x2, p) in K 
and write: 

S = S(xlf p) U S(x2, p). 
Then 

inf maxdlXi—k\\, ||x2—fc||) = inf maxdlXi—fc||, ||xa—fc||) <> p. 
keS keK 
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Since S is compact, the continuous functional <f>{k) defined on S attains its mini
mum over S. If min cj)(k) = (f>(k*) then the element k* is a best simultaneous 
approximation to xx and x2, and the lemma is proved. 

LEMMA 2.3. Let K be a convex subset ofX, and xl9 x2 e X. Ifkl9 k2e K are best 
simultaneous approximations to xl9 x2 by the elements of K, then: Xk1+(l—X)k2= 
k G K, 0 < A < 1 , is also a best simultaneous approximation to xl9 x2. 

Proof. Since 

maxdlxx-^U, | |x2-£| |) 

= maxdl^-fcJ+Cl-AXxx-fca)!! , P(x8-fci)+(l-A)(xa--fc2)ll 

< max(A llxx-feJ+a-A) ||x1-fc2||, X | | x 2 - M + ( l - ^ ) ||x2-/c2||) 

< AmaxdlXi-fcxIl, I|x2—fcxID+Cl—A^axdlXi—fc2|I, ||x2-fc2||) 

< Xd(xl9 x2; fc)+(l—X)d(xl9 x2; k) 

= u\Xi9 X2\ K) 

and the reverse inequality always holds, we conclude that: 

maxfllxx—£||, ||x2—£||) = d(xl9 x2, fc). 

3. If K is a subspace of a strictly convex normed linear space X9 then it is known 
that there is at most one best approximation to any element x e X—K. In this 
section we shall prove a similar result for the best simultaneous approximation. 

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let K be a subspace of a strictly convex normed linear space X. 
Then there is at most one best simultaneous approximation from the elements of K9 

to any two elements xl9x2e X. 

Proof. Suppose kx and k2 are best simultaneous approximations to xl9 x2. 
Let ^=max(||x1—fc,||, ||x2—kt\\), (*=1, 2). Then there are two cases to consider. 

(a) Let ||xx—Jfei||=rf and | |x2—^1 | |=/<d (or vice-versa), and write d—l=e. 
We can find a convex neighbourhood U<=-K of kx such that: 

d -e /4 <, | |*i-/c| | ^ d+e/4 
and 

l-e/4 < ||x2-fc|| ^ Z+e/4, V k e U. 

Thus maxdlxx—fc||, ||x2—fc||)=||x1—fc|| whenever keU. Further, \\xx—k\\>d. 
The element k=Xk2+(l — Jl)/q e U provided X is sufficiently small and non-zero. 
Since k is also a best simultaneous approximation by lemma 2.3, we have I|JCX—/E|| = 
d. However lxx—k±\\ = d and lx1—{k1+k)j2l=d. From these last three relations 
and the strict convexity of the norm we deduce that kx—k9 thus kx=k2. 

(b) Assume \xx—fcill = ||*2—kx\\=d9 and also ||̂ i—fc2ll = ll^2"~^2ll=^ (if not 
then the previous argument holds). Write: k={k1+k2)f29 then there are three 
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possibilities, either 

(i) l l*i-£H=ll*2-£| l=^_ 
(ii) \\Xx-k\\=dand \\x2—k\\<d, or 

(iii) llxx-ÊK*/, | |xa-£||=</. 

In all the three cases we have either: 

I t a - M = l l * i - M = ]|^i--(/c1+/c2)/2[|, or 

llxa-fcill = ll^-fc2ll = ll^2-(fci+fc2)/2|| 

or both. Using the strict convexity of the norm we deduce that k1=k2. 
4. Let K be a closed and convex subset of a Banach Space X. If X is uniformly 

convex, then every element in Zhas a unique best approximation from the elements 
of K. In this section we show that a similar result holds for best simultaneous 
approximation. 

PROPOSITION 4.1. Let K and X be as above', then any two elements xu x2 e X 
have a unique best simultaneous approximation from the elements of K. 

Proof. Let 
d = inf maxdlXi—fcU, \x2—k\) 

keK 

and {kn} be a sequence of elements in K such that: 

limmaxCUxi-fcJI, ll*2-M)-»<*-
n-*oo 

We can assume without loss of generality that d=\. 
Let rfTO:=max(||x1--fcJ|, \\x2-kj\), then dm>\ and 

(4.1) WlKÀ ^ L 

Consider 

and write 
2 \ 4 dj d,{ 

àj^m + dm^n dm+dn 

m^n 

}mn 

+dn 2dmds 

dm+dn 

Since K is convex ymneK. Hence maxfll*!— ymn\\, 11*2—J\»n 11)^1 anc* conse
quently 

max 
(\\dm+dn_ 1/fc m i ^n\ dm-\-dn 1 (km kn\ ! \ 
\\\2dmdn 2\dm dj\\\\2dmdn 2\dm dJWJ 

= m a x d l ^ - ^ J I , ||x2-j,mB | |) ^ ± ^ ^ 4*±& . 
2dmd„ 2dmdn 
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Therefore at least one of the following is true : 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

* 1 ^ m i * 1 ""n 

%2 Km X2 Kn > 

dm+dn 

dmdn 

Um-TUn 

dmdn 

Suppose (4.2) is true, then, from (4.1) and the uniform convexity of the norm it 
follows that for any given £>0, there exists a N such that 

(4.4) 
*1 km *1 kn\ < e for m, n > N. 

Using (4.4) and the fact that rfm->l it can be shown that the sequence {kn} is a 
Cauchy sequence, hence it converges to some k in X. Since K is closed, k e K. 
The element k is the unique best simultaneous approximation. 

5. In an inner produce space the problem of best simultaneous approximation 
is relatively much easier. Let if be a real inner produce space and G a subspace of if. 
Consider two elements xl9x2£ H, which have best approximations, say gl9 g2 

from the elements of G. If Hxi—ĝ II < 11*2 "-£2II> th e n £2 is also a best simultaneous 
approximation. Similarly if ||xa— gill < II*i—gill > then gx is also a best simultaneous 
approximation. If the above two conditions are not satisfied then 

£ - A f o + ( l - % a , ( 0 < A < 1 ) , 

is the best simultaneous approximation, where A is given by 

(5.1) Wx.-gW = \\xz-g\\. 

For this we need to show that 

maxQ\Xl-g+g\\, \\x,-g+g\\) ^ \\Xl-g\\ = (| |x2-£||) 

On the contrary suppose that there exists ageG such that 

(5.2) Wxt-g+gW < llxx-sll, and 

(5.3) ll*2-£+gll < llXi-fll. 

From (5.2) and (5.3) we obtain 

(g,g) 

VgeG. 

(xi-g2, g ) < -

(x2-gi, g)< -

2(1-A) 

(g,g) 
2X 

and 
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Adding these two we get 

U l—AJ 
(Xi-ga+Xa-gx, g ) < - % ^ 

or 

( * i - g i , g ) + ( ^ 2 - g 2 , g ) < - ^ 
A 1-AJ 

i.e. 0<--(g,g)/2[(l/(l — A))+l/A] since by hypothesis *!— glf x2—g2A_G which is 
a contradiction. 
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